Krossi

A symbol for Movement 1
—
The Krossi Collection is a sit-stand system
promoting movement in the workplace.
Both functional and aesthetic, Krossi
features height-adjustability, supporting
connectivity between people and
encouraging flexible ways of working.
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Introducing
Krossi
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Krossi

Energised
workplace,
enhanced
connectivity

Krossi caters to individual needs
as well as team environments;
desks and tables in various sizes
can be designed to accommodate
standing and sitting work
postures throughout offices,
collaborative spaces and meeting
areas. Supporting different types
of connections, Krossi encourages
awareness, interaction and
collaboration between people
and teams.
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Minimum
under –
structure,
maximum
capabilities

A hybrid table system with
minimum understructure,
maximum capabilities and
discretely integrated ergonomics.
Unique to the system is the ability
to vary desk heights independently
along a single plane.

Additional elements
such as panels,
monitor arms and
other accessories
allow for further
individualisation.

A seamless wire
reticulation design
routes cords from all
of your desktop tools
into a cable trough
below, keeping them
out of sight when
worktops rise above
privacy screens. This
single trough of cable
management allows
for easy installation of
wires across multiple
work points.

Recessed table legs
allow for optimal
legroom and ability to
reconfigure teams.
With the ability to
subtract and add
employees along the
work point, employees
can conveniently
power up additional
technology as needed.

Meeting the demands
of different worker
levels from writing to
typing, Krossi’s ease of
usability is a tool to fit
one’s body. Providing
users three height
adjustment options;
an electric motor,
manual and technician
adjust, Krossi
supports physical and
mental comfort in the
workplace.
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Krossi

ColourLab Finishes
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ColourLab
Finishes –
Worktops
Designed for contemporary, commercial and living environments, the
ColourLab Palette was developed by Giulio Ridolfo. The perception
of light was a strong theme that influenced this considered palette of
families of colour, encircling the purity of morning light, natural light,
watercolours and winter sunset.

Veneers

Even Ravenna

Even Urbino

Even Milkwood

Even Cashmere

Even Saltwood

Limewood

Washes

Shine

Terra

Lipstick

Satin

Lilac

Bronzo

Spring

Blush

Glacier

Black

Fossil

Laminates

American Cherry

American Black
Walnut

Stains

Natural

Limewood

Walnut Milano

Walnut Biancato

Parchment

Ash White

White

Polar White

Lustrous Elm

Ebony Macassar

Amari Oak

Oyster Linea
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Legs and
Understructure
MDF powder coat

Metal powder coat

Shine

Terra

Lipstick

Spring

Blush

Lilac

Parchment

Black

Obsidian Glass

Ash

Glacier

Mudbrick

Polar White

Water

Parchment

Obsidian Glass

Ash

Black

Shine

Lilac

Glacier

Blush

Spring

Lipstick

Terra

Gunmetal Kinetic

Absolute Silver

Champagne

Garnet

Teak
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Configurations —
Work

Meeting

fixed height
720 mm
adjustable height (single stage) 610 – 900 mm
(dual stage) 610 – 1200 mm

fixed height
720 mm
adjustable height (single stage) 535 – 720 mm
(dual stage) 700 – 1050 mm

Rectilinear Desks

120° 3 – Way Workstation
(Standard)

T-Leg
Width 800 – 900 mm
Length 1600 – 2600 mm

5 Star Double Base
Width 1000 – 1200 mm
Length 2400 – 3600 mm

5 Star Triple Base
Width 1200 mm
Length 4800 – 5400 mm

120° 3 – Way Workstation
(Circular)

90° 4 – Way Workstation
(Circular)

Column Leg
Width 1300 mm
Length 2400 – 3000 mm

6 Star Double Base
Width 1300 – 1500 mm
Length 3000 – 4200 mm

6 Star Triple Base
Width 1500 mm
Length 4800 – 6000 mm

90° 2 – Way Workstation

90° 4 – Way Workstation

Bridge Column Legs
Width 1600 mm
Length 4800 – 6000 mm
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Occasional
Fixed height
6 Star Base
1000 mm diameter base

720 mm H

4 Star Base
650 mm diameter base

1200 mm DIA top

1350 mm DIA top

1500 mm DIA top

350 mm H

650 mm DIA top

900 mm DIA top

1000 mm DIA top

1000 mm DIA top

1000 mm H

800 mm DIA top

720 mm H

750 mm DIA top

450 mm DIA top

450 mm DIA top

5 Star Base
800 mm diameter base

720 mm H

4 Star Base
350 mm diameter base

350 mm H

350 mm DIA top
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Accessories –
Panels

Lettric

From a choice of fabric, PET, MDF, veneer,
glass or metal, the Schiavello System Panels
are a sturdy design built to be floor or deskmounted.

Lettric designed by Matthew Potter is a
collection of various electrification options for
Krossi. Available in the Schiavello ColourLab
powder coat range, Lettric features aluminium
housing that enables personalisation to neat
cable management.

System 45 Panel
45 mm thick

System 30 Panel
30 mm thick

Above Desk Service Module

In-Desk Service Module

System 18 Panel
18 mm thick

Vide Panel
25 mm thick

Outlet Housing Module

Below Desk Service Module

Accessories
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Storage

Keep your desk in order with the Bento
storage solution. The Bento Collection includes
a landscape paper tray and a container tray
with five multi-functional, modular containers
which can be placed within the tray or as
standalone elements.

Bento Box
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Certified Green
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Certified Green
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Ecology and
Sustainability

Schiavello’s most important
commitment to sustainability is
the company-wide Environmental
Management System under
ISO 14001. The environmental
design principles realised means
we design for the environment,
focusing on efficient energy
use and minimum emissions,
longevity and durability, re-use
and recycling of our products.
Our principles of ME WE
(Materials, Energy, Waste,
Emissions) give us a simple
way to think how our operations
impact the environment.

To find a Schiavello Showroom or
partner in your area, please visit
schiavello.com/location.

All intellectual property rights and copyrights are reserved. Nothing contained in this brochure may be reproduced without written permission.
Schiavello Group Pty Ltd reserves the right to change any or all details without prior notice. All dimensions stated within this document are nominal
and/or approximate only and subject to variation.
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1 – Movement
Movement exists in many forms
and expressions, some of the most
common being:
Physical —
Flexion: movement that decreases the
angle of the joint and brings two bones
closer together
Extension: opposite of flexion
Rotation: movement of bone around its
longitudinal axis
Abduction: moving a limb away from
the midline
Adduction: opposite of abduction
Circumduction: combination of flexion,
extension, abduction and adduction.
Social —
Social movements are a type of group
action. They are large, sometimes
informal, groupings of individuals or
organizations which focus on specific
political or social issues. In other
words, they carry out, resist or undo
a social change.
Cultural —
A cultural movement is a change in the
way a number of different disciplines
approach their work. This embodies all
art forms, the sciences, and philosophies.

